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Theory & Performance Of Electrical Machines Apr 02 2020
Computer Aided Design of Electrical Machines Sep 07 2020 The aim of this book is to present the sequential steps for developing the
computer programs for the design of electrical machines, using well-established design formulae. The data of magnetic and non-magnetic
materials used in latest designs by industries, is applied for optimizing the design
Electrical Machines Jul 06 2020
Electrical Machines Sep 27 2019 Offers key concepts of electrical machines embedded with solved examples, review questions, illustrations
and open book questions.
Encyclopedia of Automotive Engineering Mar 02 2020 A Choice Oustanding Academic Title The Encyclopedia of Automotive Engineering provides
for the first time a large, unified knowledge base laying the foundation for advanced study and in-depth research. Through extensive crossreferencing and search functionality it provides a gateway to detailed but scattered information on best industry practice, engendering a
better understanding of interrelated concepts and techniques that cut across specialized areas of engineering. Beyond traditional automotive
subjects the Encyclopedia addresses green technologies, the shift from mechanics to electronics, and the means to produce safer, more
efficient vehicles within varying economic restraints worldwide. The work comprises nine main parts: (1) Engines: Fundamentals (2) Engines:
Design (3) Hybrid and Electric Powertrains (4) Transmission and Driveline (5) Chassis Systems (6) Electrical and Electronic Systems (7) Body
Design (8) Materials and Manufacturing (9) Telematics. Offers authoritative coverage of the wide-ranging specialist topics encompassed by
automotive engineering An accessible point of reference for entry level engineers and students who require an understanding of the
fundamentals of technologies outside of their own expertise or training Provides invaluable guidance to more detailed texts and research
findings in the technical literature Developed in conjunction with FISITA, the umbrella organisation for the national automotive societies
in 37 countries around the world and representing more than 185,000 automotive engineers 6 Volumes www.automotive-reference.com An essential
resource for libraries and information centres in industry, research and training organizations, professional societies, government
departments, and all relevant engineering departments in the academic sector.
Electrical Power Systems Apr 14 2021 About the Book: Electrical power system together with Generation, Distribution and utilization of
Electrical Energy by the same author cover almost six to seven courses offered by various universities under Electrical and Electronics
Engineering curriculum. Also, this combination has proved highly successful for writing competitive examinations viz. UPSC, NTPC, National
Power Grid, NHPC, etc.
Electrical Machinery Nov 02 2022
A Textbook of Strength of Materials Nov 21 2021
Electric Machines Jun 28 2022
Electrical Machines 2E Jan 12 2021
Electrical Machine Dynamics Mar 14 2021
Introduction to Modern Power Electronics Jan 30 2020 Provides comprehensive coverage of the basic principles and methods of electric power
conversion and the latest developments in the field This book constitutes a comprehensive overview of the modern power electronics. Various
semiconductor power switches are described, complementary components and systems are presented, and power electronic converters that process
power for a variety of applications are explained in detail. This third edition updates all chapters, including new concepts in modern power
electronics. New to this edition is extended coverage of matrix converters, multilevel inverters, and applications of the Z-source in
cascaded power converters. The book is accompanied by a website hosting an instructor’s manual, a PowerPoint presentation, and a set of
PSpice files for simulation of a variety of power electronic converters. Introduction to Modern Power Electronics, Third Edition: Discusses
power conversion types: ac-to-dc, ac-to-ac, dc-to-dc, and dc-to-ac Reviews advanced control methods used in today’s power electronic
converters Includes an extensive body of examples, exercises, computer assignments, and simulations Introduction to Modern Power
Electronics, Third Edition is written for undergraduate and graduate engineering students interested in modern power electronics and
renewable energy systems. The book can also serve as a reference tool for practicing electrical and industrial engineers.
Power Electronics and Motor Drive Systems Nov 09 2020 Power Electronics and Motor Drive Systems is designed to aid electrical engineers,
researchers, and students to analyze and address common problems in state-of-the-art power electronics technologies. Author Stefanos Manias
supplies a detailed discussion of the theory of power electronics circuits and electronic power conversion technology systems, with common
problems and methods of analysis to critically evaluate results. These theories are reinforced by simulation examples using well-known and
widely available software programs, including SPICE, PSIM, and MATLAB/SIMULINK. Manias expertly analyzes power electronic circuits with
basic power semiconductor devices, as well as the new power electronic converters. He also clearly and comprehensively provides an analysis
of modulation and output voltage, current control techniques, passive and active filtering, and the characteristics and gating circuits of
different power semiconductor switches, such as BJTs, IGBTs, MOSFETs, IGCTs, MCTs and GTOs. Includes step-by-step analysis of power
electronic systems Reinforced by simulation examples using SPICE, PSIM, and MATLAB/SIMULINK Provides 110 common problems and solutions in
power electronics technologies
Electrical Machinery Aug 31 2022
Power Electronics Jul 30 2022
Electrical Machine Design May 16 2021 Electrical Machine Design caters to the requirements of undergraduate and postgraduate students of
electrical engineering and industry novices. The authors have adopted a flow chart based approach to explain the subject. This enables an indepth understanding of the design of different types of electrical machines with an appropriate introduction to basic design considerations
and the magnetic circuits involved. The book aids students to prepare for various competitive exams through objective questions, worked-out
examples and review questions in increasing order of difficulty. MATLAB and C programs and Finite Element simulations using Motor Solve,
featured in the text offers a profound new perspective in understanding of automated design of electrical machines.
Electric Machinery Apr 26 2022 This seventh edition of Fitzgerald and Kingsley's Electric Machinery by Stephen Umans was developed
recognizing the strength of this classic text since its first edition has been the emphasis on building an understanding of the fundamental
physical principles underlying the performance of electric machines. Much has changed since the publication of the first edition, yet the
basic physical principles remain the same, and this seventh edition is intended to retain the focus on these principles in the context of
today's technology.

A Textbook of Electrical Technology - Volume II Dec 11 2020 A multicolor edition of Vol.II of A Textbook of Electrical Technology to keep
pace with the ever-increasing scope of essential and morden technical information,the syllabi are frequently revised.This often result into
compressing established facts to accommodate recent information in the syllabi.Fields of power-electronics and industrial power-conditioners
have grown considerably resulting into changed priority of topics related to electrical machines.Switched reluctance-motors tend to threaten
the most popular squirrel-cage induction motors due to their increased ruggedness,better performance including controllability and equal
ease with which they suit rotary as well as linear-motion-applications.
Electric Machinery and Transformers Jun 04 2020 For this revision of their bestselling junior- and senior-level text, Guru and Hiziroglu
have incorporated eleven years of cutting-edge developments in the field since Electric Machinery and Transformers was first published.
Completely re-written, the new Second Edition also incorporatessuggestions from students and instructors who have used the First Edition,
making it the best text available for junior- and senior-level courses in electric machines. The new edition features a wealth of new and
improved problems and examples, designed to complement the authors' overall goal ofencouraging intuitive reasoning rather than rote
memorization of material. Chapter 3, which presents the conversion of energy, now includes: analysis of magnetically coupled coils, induced
emf in a coil rotating in a uniform magnetic field, induced emf in a coil rotating in a time-varying magneticfield, and the concept of the
revolving field. All problems and examples have been rigorously tested using Mathcad.
Electrical Machines-I Oct 01 2022 This book is written so that it serves as a text book for B.E./B.Tech degree students in general and for
the institutions where AICTE model curriculum has been adopted. TOPICS COVERED IN THIS BOOK:- Magnetic field and Magnetic circuit
Electromagnetic force and torque D.C. Machines D.C. Machines-Motoring and Generation SALIENT FEATURES:- Self-contained, self-explantary and
simple to follow text. Numerous worked out examples. Well Explained theory parts with illustrations. Exercises, objective type question with
answers at the end of each chapter.
Alternating Current Machines Jun 24 2019
Electromagnetics for Electrical Machines Mar 26 2022 Electromagnetics for Electrical Machines offers a comprehensive yet accessible
treatment of the linear theory of electromagnetics and its application to the design of electrical machines. Leveraging valuable classroom
insight gained by the authors during their impressive and ongoing teaching careers, this text emphasizes concepts rather than numerical
methods, providing presentation/project problems at the end of each chapter to enhance subject knowledge. Highlighting the essence of
electromagnetic field (EMF) theory and its correlation with electrical machines, this book: Reviews Maxwell’s equations and scalar and
vector potentials Describes the special cases leading to the Laplace, Poisson’s, eddy current, and wave equations Explores the utility of
the uniqueness, generalized Poynting, Helmholtz, and approximation theorems Discusses the Schwarz–Christoffel transformation, as well as the
determination of airgap permeance Addresses the skin effects in circular conductors and eddy currents in solid and laminated iron cores
Contains examples relating to the slot leakage inductance of rotating electrical machines, transformer leakage inductance, and theory of
hysteresis machines Presents analyses of EMFs in laminated-rotor induction machines, three-dimensional field analyses for three-phase solid
rotor induction machines, and more Electromagnetics for Electrical Machines makes an ideal text for postgraduate-level students of
electrical engineering, as well as of physics and electronics and communication engineering. It is also a useful reference for research
scholars concerned with problems involving electromagnetics.
Electric Machines Aug 07 2020
Electric Machinery and Transformers Jul 18 2021
Utilisation of Electrical Power Oct 09 2020
Electric Machines and Electric Drives Jan 24 2022
Control Of Electrical Machines Aug 26 2019
SPICE for Power Electronics and Electric Power Feb 10 2021 To be accredited, a power electronics course should cover a significant amount
of design content and include extensive use of computer-aided analysis with simulation tools such as SPICE. Based upon the authors'
experience in designing such courses, SPICE for Power Electronics and Electric Power, Second Edition integrates a SPICE simulator with a po
Special Electrical Machines Dec 31 2019
Fitzgerald & Kingsley's Electric Machinery Sep 19 2021 This seventh edition of Fitzgerald and Kingsley's Electric Machinery by Stephen
Umans was developed recognizing the strength of this classic text since its first edition has been the emphasis on building an understanding
of the fundamental physical principles underlying the performance of electric machines. Much has changed since the publication of the first
edition, yet the basic physical principles remain the same, and this seventh edition is intended to retain the focus on these principles in
the context of today's technology.
FUNDAMENTALS OF DIGITAL CIRCUITS Nov 29 2019 The Fourth edition of this well-received text continues to provide coherent and comprehensive
coverage of digital circuits. It is designed for the undergraduate students pursuing courses in areas of engineering disciplines such as
Electrical and Electronics, Electronics and Communication, Electronics and Instrumentation, Telecommunications, Medical Electronics,
Computer Science and Engineering, Electronics, and Computers and Information Technology. It is also useful as a text for MCA, M.Sc.
(Electronics) and M.Sc. (Computer Science) students. Appropriate for self study, the book is useful even for AMIE and grad IETE students.
Written in a student-friendly style, the book provides an excellent introduction to digital concepts and basic design techniques of digital
circuits. It discusses Boolean algebra concepts and their application to digital circuitry, and elaborates on both combinational and
sequential circuits. It provides numerous fully worked-out, laboratory tested examples to give students a solid grounding in the related
design concepts. It includes a number of short questions with answers, review questions, fill in the blanks with answers, multiple choice
questions with answers and exercise problems at the end of each chapter.
Electrical Engineering Drawing Jul 26 2019 Electrical Drawing Is An Important Engineering Subject Taught To Electrical/Electronics
Engineering Students Both At Degree And Diploma Level Institutions. The Course Content Generally Covers Assembly And Working Drawings Of
Electrical Machines And Machine Parts, Drawing Of Electrical Circuits, Instruments And Components. The Contents Of This Book Have Been
Prepared By Consulting The Syllabus Of Various State Boards Of Technical Education As Also Of Different Engineering Colleges. This Book Has
Nine Chapters. Chapter I Provides Latest Informations About Drawing Sheets, Lettering, Dimensioning, Method Of Projections, Sectional Views
Including Assembly And Working Drawings Of Simple Electrical And Mechanical Items With Plenty Of Solved Examples.The Second Chapter Deals
With Drawing Of Commonly Used Electrical Instruments, Their Method Of Connection And Of Instrument Parts. Chapter Iii Deals With Mechanical
Drawings Of Electrical Machines And Machine Parts. The Details Include Drawings Of D.C. Machines, Induction Machines, Synchronous Machines,
Fractional Kw Motors And Transformers. Chapter Iv Includes Panel Board Wiring Diagrams. The Fifth Chapter Is Devoted To Winding Diagrams Of
D.C. And A.C. Machines. Chapter Vi And Vii Include Drawings Of Transmission And Distribution Line Accessories, Supports, Etc. As Also Plant
And Substation Layout Diagrams.Miscellaneous Drawing Like Drawings Of Earth Electrodes, Circuit Breakers, Lighting Arresters, Etc. Have Been
Dealt With In Chapter Viii. Graded Exercises With Feedback On Reading And Interpreting Engineering Drawings Covering The Entire Course
Content Have Been Included In Ix Providing Ample Opportunities To The Learner To Practice On Such Graded Exercises And Receive Feedback.
Chapter X Includes Drawings Of Electronic Circuits And Components. This Book, Unlike Some Of The Available Books In The Market, Contains A
Large Number Of Solved Examples Which Would Help Students Understand The Subject Better. Explanations Are Very Simple And Easy To
Understand.Reference To Norms And Standards Have Been Made At Appropriate Places. Students Will Find This Book Useful Not Only For Passing
Examinations But Even More In Reading And Interpreting Engineering Drawings During Their Professional Career.
Process Planning and Cost Estimation Oct 21 2021
Numerical Modelling and Design of Electrical Machines and Devices Oct 28 2019 This text provides an overview of numerical field
computational methods and, in particular, of the finite element method (FEM) in magnetics. Detailed attention is paid to the practical use
of the FEM in designing electromagnetic devices such as motors, transformers and actuators. Based on the authors' extensive experience of
teaching numerical techniques to students and design engineers, the book is ideal for use as a text at undergraduate and graduate level, or
as a primer for practising engineers who wish to learn the fundamentals and immediately apply these to actual design problems. Contents:
Introduction; Computer Aided Design in Magnetics; Electromagnetic Fields; Potentials and Formulations; Field Computation and Numerical
Techniques; Coupled Field Problems; Numerical Optimisation; Linear System Equation Solvers; Modelling of Electrostatic and Magnetic Devices;
Examples of Computed Models.
Electric Machinery and Power System Fundamentals Aug 19 2021 This book is intended for a course that combines machinery and power systems
into one semester. It is designed to be flexible and to allow instructors to choose chapters a la carte, so the instructor controls the
emphasis. The text gives students the information they need to become real-world engineers, focusing on principles and teaching how to use
information as opposed to doing a lot of calculations that would rarely be done by a practising engineer. The author compresses the material
by focusing on its essence, underlying principles. MATLAB is used throughout the book in examples and problems.
Electric Machines Dec 23 2021
Power Electronics Jun 16 2021 This fully updated textbook provides complete coverage of electrical circuits and introduces students to the
field of energy conversion technologies, analysis and design. Chapters are designed to equip students with necessary background material in
such topics as devices, switching circuit analysis techniques, converter types, and methods of conversion. The book contains a large number

of examples, exercises, and problems to help enforce the material presented in each chapter. A detailed discussion of resonant and
softswitching dc-to-dc converters is included along with the addition of new chapters covering digital control, non-linear control, and
micro-inverters for power electronics applications. Designed for senior undergraduate and graduate electrical engineering students, this
book provides students with the ability to analyze and design power electronic circuits used in various industrial applications.
Principles of Electrical Machines Feb 22 2022 For over 15 years "Principles of Electrical Machines is an ideal text for students who look
to gain a current and clear understanding of the subject as all theories and concepts are explained with lucidity and clarity. Succinctly
divided in 14 chapters, the book delves into important concepts of the subject which include Armature Reaction and Commutation, Single-phase
Motors, Three-phase Induction motors, Synchronous Motors, Transformers and Alternators with the help of numerous figures and supporting
chapter-end questions for retention.
Electric Machinery Fundamentals May 28 2022 Electric Machinery Fundamentals continues to be a best-selling machinery text due to its
accessible, student-friendly coverage of the important topics in the field. Chapmanâ€™s clear writing persists in being one of the top
features of the book. Although not a book on MATLAB, the use of MATLAB has been enhanced in the fourth edition. Additionally, many new
problems have been added and remaining ones modified. Electric Machinery Fundamentals is also accompanied by a website the provides
solutions for instructors, as well as source code, MATLAB tools, and links to important sites for students.
Power System Analysis May 04 2020 This updated edition includes: coverage of power-system estimation, including current developments in the
field; discussion of system control, which is a key topic covering economic factors of line losses and penalty factors; and new problems and
examples throughout.
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